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Motivation
• Little systematic discussion about how GVC-oriented policies differ
from traditional industrial, innovation and international business
policies;
• A special collection of the Journal of International Business Policy (JIBP)
to reflect on the nature and scope of GVC-oriented policies;
• How do GVC policies differ from the traditional policy efforts?
• What are the desirable future evolution paths of GVC-oriented
policies?
• Empirical evidence from South Africa, Malawi, China, Bangladesh, UK
and other countries

GVC-oriented policies: the framework
• Four different policy objectives:
participation, value capture,
inclusiveness and resilience;
• Each policy is built on different
economic rationales and policy
instruments;
• Trifecta of tasks, linkages and firms
explains whether and how GVCoriented policies differ from
traditional public policies.
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Are GVC-oriented policies different? The trifecta (1)
Tasks
• Focus on fine-grained GVC tasks instead of the traditional focus on
entire industries:
• Participation policies boost functional specialization so that
countries can concentrate on those tasks in which they have a
comparative advantage;
• Value capture policies help countries to create and appropriate
more value by conducting the existing tasks better or by functionally
upgrading into higher value-added tasks;
• Policymakers adopt a more granular view of the type of activities that
they target to promote economic development.

Are GVC-oriented policies different? The trifecta (2)
Linkages
• Inter-firm linkages with foreign partners have a multiple role in GVCs:
• They are a powerful channel for accessing foreign knowledge and
resources that can be leveraged to improve technological and
operational capabilities;
• They can incentivize firms to improve local work and environmental
conditions.
• They can transmit economic shocks from foreign value chain partners
to local firms through supply chains.
• Policymakers may regulate and strengthen these linkages with the aim of
promoting economic and social upgrading and at the same time
guaranteeing country’s economic resilience.

Are GVC-oriented policies different? The trifecta (3)
Firms
• Lead firms define the terms and conditions of GVC membership and thus
collaborating with them is a potent approach to accomplish policy objectives.
• Suppliers need support to enter - and nurture - profitable relationships with lead
firms, exploiting the potential offered by these relationships for their own
learning and capability development.
• Policymakers should collaborate with GVC lead firms to upgrade local suppliers,
ensure fair treatment of workers, adopt environmentally sustainable business
practices, and build resiliency.

Key takeaways
• The complex architecture and interactions within GVCs may produce
unintended consequences (Gereffi et al & Pegoraro et al in the special
issue);
• Supra-national policies and institutions are needed to address GVCrelated market and coordination failures that individual countries’
governments cannot fix (e.g. the minimum global corporate tax rate
and the LDCs GVC initiative asking the WTO for LDC value-added
exports remaining duty-free throughout their journey along global and
regional value chains);
• Policy makers assume a brokering role in ‘value chain coalitions’,
facilitating dialogues between public and private stakeholders.

Implications for future research
• There is a need for new data and for combining existing databases to study the
effects of GVC-oriented policies (e.g. IO & Product Space in Bam et al in the
special issue).
• There is a need for more comparative (across companies and industries) and
longitudinal studies for evaluating dynamic trends at the heart of the
interactions and possible trade off among economic, social and environmental
upgrading.
• There is a need for more research on the trade off among policies to understand
how do GVC-oriented policies impact on multiple policy goals?
• Resiliency policies may increase a firm or region’s ability to deal with external shocks at the
cost of its GVC participation or value capture;
• Labor standards may promote social upgrading at the detriment of GVC participation or
value capture.
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